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"Anything Goes" is a song written by Cole Porter for his musical Anything Goes (1934). Many of the lyrics
include humorous references to figures of scandal and gossip from Depression-era high society.One couplet
refers to Samuel Goldwyn's box-office failure Nana starring Anna Sten, whose English was said to be
incomprehensible to all except Goldwyn (Goldwyn was from Poland and Sten Ukraine).
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Cole Porter, nÃ© Cole Albert Porter le 9 juin 1891 Ã Peru aux Ã‰tats-Unis, et mort le 15 octobre 1964 Ã
Santa Monica (), est un compositeur et parolier amÃ©ricain, auteur de quelques-unes des plus cÃ©lÃ¨bres
comÃ©dies musicales de la scÃ¨ne amÃ©ricaine (crÃ©Ã©es Ã Broadway).. On lui doit Kiss Me, Kate (1948,
adaptÃ©e de La MÃ©gÃ¨re apprivoisÃ©e de William Shakespeare), Anything Goes, Can ...
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The most revenue streams for your music. Streaming, downloads, CD & vinyl sales, YouTube monetization,
sync licensing, publishing royalty collection, direct-to-fan sales, & more â€” anywhere you can earn money
from your music, CD Baby is getting you paid.
CD Baby: Digital Music Distribution - Sell & Promote Your
CD179: Brahms Clarinet Trio and Quintet. JÃ³zsef Balogh, clarinet with Jeno JandÃ³ piano, Csaba Onczay
cello, and the Danubius String Quartet.Naxos, 1991. Johannes Brahms Trio for Piano, Clarinet and Cello in A
Minor Op. 114; and Quintet for Clarinet and Strings in B Minor Op. 115. We no longer carry this CD. You can
order it here from Amazon. ...
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Welcome to Stefan Grossman's Guitar Workshop and Vestapol Videos, offering the best in instructional guitar
DVDs, Audio CDs and Books, and the Vestapol series of historic and concert DVDs. We offer a wide variety
of DVD and CD audio guitar lessons focusing on various aspects of fingerstyle and flatpicking guitar styles
and techniques.
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Majestyx Archives Dedicated to preserving, restoring, and maintaining score music for entertainment and
media since 1997 PLEASE NOTE: What is listed here is MY PERSONAL COLLECTION of score music.
Majestyx Archives
Thank you for Visiting Bad Vibrations! Our updated search and filtering features require a new or recent
version of one of the following browsers.
Bad Vibrations -- Rare â€™60s Garage and More!
A memoir of the trip to New York City for the Sam Rivers, Dave Holland, and Barry Altschul concert at
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Columbia University's Miller Theatre, May 25th, 2007.
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